The computer game is a rough one. Competition is tough. Every product you produce must be packed with an all-working team. Let a pc board that won't play slip off the line and you are out of the game. You can beef up the QC, try the old substitute board shuffle, or bring in a high-powered analyzer, but the truth is, you can't tell the players without a program.

Programs can be problems too ... too costly ... too complicated. It takes practice to produce a good program that is simple, accurate, reliable and affordable. We have the software experience at THREE PHOENIX COMPANY.

THREE PHOENIX TESTING SERVICES provides software for manufacturing tests, depot repair and field service that includes test programming, product design review for testability, turn key test solutions, and consultation.

The star of our software is so unique, efficient and cost effective that we have named it FLASH™. FLASH™ is a sophisticated logic simulation software package that ensures reliable test programs of known comprehension level. Plus (and it is a big plus) it provides diagnostic aids, in the form of the fault dictionary and scope trace, that are the easiest to use and most viable in the industry.

With FLASH™ in your program you will tell the players from the failures in a flash, and be the leader in your field in every series.
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